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Go-To-Market Services

MICROSOFT AZURE ISV: 

Heinrich & Reuter Solutions

WEB SITE: www.heires.net

www.welcome-app-concept.de

LOCATION: Dresden, Germany

ORG SIZE: 11 employees

MICROSOFT AZURE ISV PROFILE:

The Heinrich & Reuter Solutions GmbH aka 

HeiReS offers design and development 

services mostly in but not reduced to 

Microsoft technologies. They also offer 

training and consulting around these subjects. 

They create/publish apps for customers and 

their products in a variety of subjects. The 

apps are partly provided with data with a 

special CMS created by HeiReS for this need.

• SITUATION

Refugees and immigrants, the specific user group of Welcome App Germany, require specific information to ease 

the orientation and integration processes. Providing that information on a variety of devices and in the languages 

of its users is the main goal of the project. Users typically don’t have access to new-generation smartphones, flat 

rate data contracts or constant internet access via wifi. So full offline capabilities were extremely important, too.

Azure-Powered German App Helps Immigrants 

and Refugees with Integration and Orientation
“Our app offers a huge amount of general and local content, sorted by various topics and regions. 

Using Azure we were able to use a well-balanced concept of initial app and download size in 

combination with downloads on demand suiting precisely the users’ needs and requests.” 

– Peggy Reuter-Heinrich, CEO of Heinrich & Reuter Solutions GmbH, also known as HeiReS

• SOLUTION

The business focus and main competences of HeiReS are based on Microsoft 

platforms and technologies, so choosing Azure as the Welcome App data 

source was a clear and easy decision. The app uses the Microsoft Azure SQL 

Database as well as App Services. HeiReS chose this combination to establish 

a stable communication between the CMS and the app without requiring an 

on-premises server. The Applications Insights service helps HeiReS know how 

often the app and regional packages have been downloaded, which is 

important information for the cities/communities they work with.

• BENEFITS

As a part of the Microsoft technology stack Azure is flexible and easy for 

HeiReS to work with, especially in combination with Visual Studio.

Azure supports ASP.NET, which grants high security standards for the user 

login and data storage.

http://www.heires.net/
http://www.welcome-app-concept.de/

